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WE NEED YOU

Fast growing Mining & Chemical producer has an ex-

cellent opportunity for you. We need the following

personnel:

 

  

 

Production Operator Trainees Welders
Plant Maintenance Heavy Equipment
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Mechanics Mechanics i FRYER THIGHS FRY Ro N.Y. STATE "RED PERCH FLOUNDER

Heavy Equipment Maintenance Foreman OR WHOLE LEGS {HGS CHEESE FILLETS FILLETS

 

   

Come in and see what our starting rates are for these
jobs. We offer good starting pay and liberal fringe
benefits program. Contact:
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EMPHYSEMA IS NOW iL c BIG... oe 16

Q BN In the past ten yecrs, deaths from emphy- CAN UAC AQUA. WHITE OR YELLOW SINGLE PLY

A sema almost tripled and in the past five years,
TO!Wi 4 ae oF

the number of new emphysema patients has

more than doubled. In simple terms, emphy-

sema occurs when the walls of the lungs break

down, the blood vessels and elastic tissue in the

walls disappear and the bronchial tubes become

flabby and collapse. This obstructs the flow of

air into and out of the lungs causing labored

breathing. It comes on very slowly and at first

there are no symptoms.

Although there is no cure, because you con-

not reverse tissue damage, there is treatment

to hold down further deterioration. Breathing

cleaner air, no smoking, medications, controlled

breathing and special devices such as nebuliz«

ers are part of the overall treatment plan. If

you have any trouble breathing see your doctor

at once.

YOU OR YOUR DOCTOR CAN PHONE US

when you need a delivery. We will, deliver

promptly without extra charge. A great many

people rely on us for their health needs. We

welcome requests for delivery service and

charge accounts.
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